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Abstract| This paper discusses the criteria to judge if a

given equation represents a set of �rst principle-based laws

or a super�cial relation. Based on the criteria, the ap-

proach of scienti�c discovery to automatically discover law

equations from data is presented. The state of the art of

the scienti�c law equation discovery has remained to derive

candidate law equations without taking into account the cri-

teria of generic mathematical admissibility, and thus many

super�cial relations can be resulted under the high compu-

tational complexity. The principles and the approach pre-

sented in this paper overcome these drawbacks. The perfor-

mance of the presented approach is demonstrated and eval-

uated through some applications to physics and sociology,

and their abilities to derive candidate law equations with

high con�dence and high e�ciency have been con�rmed.
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I. Introduction

Finding regularities in the data is one of the most major
ability of the human intelligence and one of the most major
scopes targeted in the arti�cial intelligence research. Such
typical and challenging task is inducing quantitative for-
mulae of scienti�c laws from measurement data. Langley
and others' BACON [1] is the most well known pioneering
work to discover a complete equation representing scienti�c
laws governing an objective phenomenon under experimen-
tal observations. FAHRENHEIT [2], ABACUS [3], etc. are
the successors of BACON that use basically similar algo-
rithms. However, a drawback of the BACON family, that
is their low likelihood of the discovered equations being
the �rst principle underlying the objective phenomenon, is
reported [4].

To discover the �rst principle based law equations, some
systems, e.g., COPER [5] and the later version of ABA-
CUS, utilize the information of the unit dimensions of
quantities to prune the meaningless terms. The basic prin-
ciple of the pruning is the dimensional homogeneity of units
among terms appearing in the equation where the unit di-
mension of mutually additive terms must be homogeneous.
However, the constraint of the dimensional homogeneity is
merely a part of the conditions for the �rst principle based
law equations as shown later, and does not provide com-
plete set of solutions. In addition, the application of this
approach is limited only to the case that the unit dimension
of each quantity in the data is clear. Some extra drawbacks
of the aforementioned approaches exist. The data for the
discovery must be acquired under experimental observation

where the values of some quantities representing the objec-
tive phenomenon are observed for various process states by
controlling the values of the other relevant quantities.
To alleviate these limitations, the conditions of the �rst

principle based law equations are investigated �rst. Sub-
sequently, novel principles on scale-type constraints and
equation structures to discover the �rst principle based law
equation are shown. Finally, two scienti�c law discovery
systems named \SDS (Smart Discovery System)" [6] and
its extended version \Extended SDS"[7] are explained. SDS
is for the experimental environment based on the above
principles. Extended SDS is applicable to \passively ob-

served data" where any controllable parameters do not exist
in the objective phenomenon. The performance of the sys-
tems is demonstrated through some applications to physics
and sociology domains.

II. Criteria of Law Equations

Various relations among objects, events and/or quan-
tity values are observed in natural and social phenomena.
Scientists call the relation as a \law" if it is commonly
observed over the wide range of the phenomena in a do-
main. When the relation of the law can be represented in
form of mathematical formulae constraining the values of
some quantities characterizing the phenomena, the relation
is called \law equations". In popular understanding, the re-
lations of the laws and the law equations are considered to
be objective in the sense that they are embedded in the
phenomena independent of our processes of observation,
experiment and interpretation.
However, the de�nition of the laws and the law equations

must be more carefully investigated. For example, given
the enforced turbulence ow in a circular pipe, the heat
transfer phenomenon from the ow liquid to the pipe wall is
represented by the following Dittus-Boelter equation which
is well known in thermo-hydrorics domain.

Nu = 0:023Re0:8Pr0:4; (1)

where Nu = hd=�, Re = �ud=�, and Pr = �c
p
=�.

h[W=(m2
�
�K)] is the coe�cient of the heat transfer rate

between the liquid and the wall, d[m] the diameter of the
circular pipe, �[W=(m��K)], �[kg=m3], u[m=s], �[Pa�s],
c
p
[J=(kg��K)] the heat conductance, density, velocity, vis-

cosity and speci�c heat of the liquid under a constant pres-
sure respectively [8]. This relation stands objectively inde-
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pendent of our interpretation, and holds for the enforced
turbulence ow in a circular pipe in most cases. However,
the scientists and the engineers in the thermo-hydrorics do-
main call this relation as an \experimental equation" but
not a \law equation". On the other hand, the gravity force
F [kg�m=s2] interacting between two mass points M1[kg]
and M2[kg] is represented by the following relation when
their interval distance is R[m].

F = G
M1M2

R2
; (2)

where G[m3=(kg�s2)] is the gravity constant. While this
equation is also objective and experimentally obtained sim-
ilar to the Dittus-Boelter equation, this is called as the \law
equation" of gravity. Some researchers may claim that this
di�erence is because the former merely represents the rela-
tion pretended by the combination of various mechanisms
while the latter is the relation representing an elementary
mechanism. However, any physical evidence that the law
of gravity is elementary has not been obtained yet [9].
The objectiveness of the relations is not su�cient to un-

derstand the phenomena. Their representation must be
consistent with the assumptions and the operations applied
in their discovery processes. Accordingly, the criteria of the
laws and law equations can be derived by mathematically
characterizing the assumptions and the operations involved
in these processes. The research on the criteria of the law
equations is not widely seen in the history of science. A
popular interpretation is that the law equations are merely
empirical relations which are widely known in a research
domain and given speci�c names in the history of the do-
main. On the other hand, some major scientists have made
e�orts to establish the de�nitions and the conditions of law
equations based on the axiomatic approaches. Probably, its
complete axiomatization without any exception may be dif-
�cult since some relations might be named as laws in purely
empirical manners. However, the clari�cation of its criteria
is considered to be highly important to give a �rm basis of
the science. Some of the important conditions on the scien-
ti�c proposition are given by Descartes. They are clarity,
distinctness, soundness and consistency in the deduction
of the proposition [10], and these conditions should be also
taken into account to clarify the criteria of the scienti�c
law equations. Newton also proposed some conditions of
the law equations [11]. The �rst condition is the objective-
ness where the relation reects only the causal assumptions
of the nature while excluding any human's mental e�ects,
the second the parsimony of the causal assumptions sup-
porting the relation, the third the generality where the re-
lation holds over the various phenomena in a domain and
the forth the soundness where the relation is not violated
by any experimental result performed under the environ-
ment following the causal assumptions. Similarly, Simon
also claimed the importance of the parsimony of the law
description [12]. In the modern physics, the importance
of the mathematical admissibility of the relation formulae
under the nature of the time and the space became to be
stressed by some major physicists including Feynman [9].

We introduce the following de�nitions and propositions
associated with the criteria of the law equations based on
the above claims.
De�nition 1 (A Scienti�c Region) A scienti�c region T

is represented by the following quadruplet.

T =< S;A;L; P >

where

S = fs
h
js
h
is a rule in syntax; h = 1; :::; pg;

A = fa
i
ja
i
is an axiom in semantics; i = 1; :::; qg;

L = f`
j
j`
j
is a postulate in semantics; j = 1; :::; rg;

P = fo
k
jo
k
is an objective phenomenon; k = 1; :::; sg:

S is the syntax of T , and for example its elements are
the coordinate system, the de�nitions of quantities such
as velocity and energy and the de�nitions of the algebraic
operators in physics. The axioms in A are the set of the
mathematical relations independent of objective phenom-
ena, for example, the relations of distances among points
in an Euclidean space. A postulate `

j
(2 L) is a law equa-

tion where its validity is empirically believed under some
conditions which will be described later. An example is the
aforementioned law of gravity in physics. A and L give the
semantics of T . In addition, the de�nition of T involves a
set of objective phenomena P which is analyzed in the sci-
enti�c domain, since the scienti�c domain is established for
the purpose to study some limited part of the universe. In
other words, S; A and L must be valid within the analysis
of P , and hence each `

j
is requested to satisfy the condi-

tions of the law equations for P but not requested outside
of P . Moreover, an `

j
is used in the analysis of a part of P

but not necessarily used for all of P . For example, the law
of gravity is not necessarily used in the analysis of a spring
behavior.
De�nition 2 (Objective Phenomena of a Relation) Given

a mathematical relation e, if all quantities in e appear in the
description of an phenomenon as mutually relevant quan-
tities, the phenomenon is called an \objective phenomenon

of e". A subset of P , in which the phenomena are the ob-
jective of e, is called \the set of the objective phenomena of

e" P
e
(� P ).

For example, the heat transfer from the ow liquid to the
circular pipe wall for the enforced turbulence ow is an ob-
jective phenomenon of the Dittus-Boelter equation since it
is represented by Nu;Re and Pr. Also, a system described
by two mass pointsM1 andM2 having an interval distance
R and the force F between the points is an objective phe-
nomenon of the law of gravity.
De�nition 3 (Satisfaction and Consistency of a Relation)

Given a mathematical relation e and its objective phe-
nomenon, if the phenomenon is explicitly constrained by
e, e is said to be \satisfactory" in the phenomenon. On
the other hand, if the phenomenon does not explicitly vio-
late e, e is said to be \consistent" with the phenomenon.
When we consider the kinematic momentum conservation
in the collision of two mass points, if the mass points are
very heavy, this phenomenon is analyzed under the require-
ment that the law of gravity should be satisfactory. Oth-
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erwise, the law of gravity is ignored. But, it should be
consistent in both cases.

Based on these de�nitions and the aforementioned claims
of some major scientists, the criteria of a relation e to be a
law equation are described as follows.

(1) Objectiveness: All quantities appearing in e

are observable directly and/or
indirectly in the phenomena in
P
e
.

(2) Generality: The satisfaction of e is widely
identi�ed in the test on the
phenomena included in P

e
.

(3) Reproducibility: For every phenomenon in P
e
,

the identical result on the sat-
isfaction and the consistency is
identi�ed in repeated tests.

(4) Soundness: The consistency of e is identi�ed
in the test on every phenomenon
in P

e
.

(5) Parsimony: e includes the least number of
quantities to characterize the
phenomena in P

e
.

Here, the \test" is an experiment or an observation, and
the \identi�cation" is to con�rm a fact in the test while
considering the uncertainty and/or the accuracy of the test.
Though the objectiveness and the generality include the
criteria of (3),(4) and (5) in wider sense, each criterion is
more speci�cally de�ned in this literature to reduce their
ambiguity.

The aforementioned Dittus-Boelter equation Eq.(1) in-
cluding the quantities ofNu;Re and Pr represents the heat
transfer phenomenon related with the enforced turbulence
ow which belongs to the thermo-hydrorics. The set of the
objective phenomena of the thermo-hydrorics P includes all
phenomena over all value ranges of Nu;Re and Pr. Thus,
according to the de�nition 2, P

e
of the Dittus-Boelter equa-

tion is the set of all phenomena represented by Nu;Re and
Pr in P . This equation meets the criterion of the objective-
ness because Nu;Re and Pr are observable through some
experiments. It is general over various enforced turbulence
ows in circular pipes and reproducible for the repetition
of the tests. It also has a parsimonious shape. However,
this equation is not sound in P

e
, because it stands for only

the value ranges of 104 � Re � 105 and 1 � Pr � 10,
and is explicitly violated outside of these ranges. In this
regard, this equation is not a law equation. On the other
hand, P of the classical mechanics includes the phenom-
ena represented by mass, distance and force, and thus P

e

of Eq.(2) is the set of all phenomena represented in some
value ranges of these quantities. This equation also meets
the criteria of objectiveness, generality, reproducibility and
parsimony in P

e
. Furthermore, as any phenomena in P

e
do

not violate this relation, it is sound.

However, an extra criterion is requested for the law equa-
tion according to the de�nition 1.

(6) Mathematical:
Admissibility

e follows the syntax S and the ax-
ioms of the semantics A.

The admissibility of e is not limited to the constraints of
some fundamental notions in mathematics such as arith-
metic operations but also the unit dimensional homogene-
ity [13],[14] and the scale-type constraints as described
later. For example, Eq.(2) satis�es the dimensional ho-
mogeneity because its lhs and rhs have identical unit di-
mension [kg�m=s2].

III. Scale-type Constraints

The criteria of (1)|(4) are checked through actual ex-
periments and/or observations, if the processes of the ex-
periments and/or the observations are well-de�ned. In con-
trast, the criteria of (5) and (6) are the conditions on the
shape of the equation formulae and not directly dependent
of the experiments and/or the observations. For the cri-
terion of (5) parsimony, the appropriate description of the
relation under the trade o� between the accuracy and the
complexity of the relation has been extensively studied, and
some systematic criteria such as AIC in statistics [15] and
MDL in information theory [16] are widely known. On the
criterion of (6) mathematical admissibility, the constraints
of some fundamental notions in mathematics such as arith-
metic operations are very weak to constrain the shape of
the relation formulae. A stronger constraint is the afore-
mentioned analysis on the unit dimension which is appli-
cable when the unit of each quantity is clear in the rela-
tion. However, the units of many major quantities in the
domains of psychology, sociology, economics and biology
are unclear since the detailed procedures to measure the
quantities are not well established. Therefore, generic and
strong constraints of the mathematical admissibility must
be explored. The value of a quantity is obtained through a
measurement in most of the scienti�c domains, and some
features of the quantity are characterized by the measure-
ment process. Though the unit dimension is an example
of such features, a more generic feature is \scale-types."
Stevens de�ned the measurement process as \the assign-

ment of numerals to object or events according to some

rules," and claimed that the rule set de�nes the \scale-
type" of the measured quantity. He categorized the scale-
types into \nominal", \ordinary", \interval" and \ratio"
scales [17]. In the later study, another scale-type called
absolute scale is added. Subsequently, Krantz et al. ax-
iomatized the measurement processes and the associated
scale-types [18]. In the meantime, Luce claimed that the
basic formula of the functional relation among quantities of
ratio and interval scales can be determined by their scale-
type [19]. In this section, the theory of the scale-types is
reviewed.

Among the scale-types, the scale-types of the quantita-
tive quantities are interval, ratio and absolute scales. Ex-
amples of the interval scale quantities are temperature in
Celsius and sound tone where the origins of their scales
are not absolute, and are changeable by human's de�ni-
tions. Its operation rule is \determination of equality of

intervals or di�erences", and its admissible unit conver-
sion \x0 = kx + c" preserves the structure of \Generic

linear group." Examples of the ratio scale quantities are
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physical mass and absolute temperature where each has an
absolute zero point. Its operation rule is \determination

of equality of ratios," and its admissible unit conversion
follows \Similarity group: x0 = kx." Examples of the ab-
solute scale quantities are dimensionless quantities such as
Nu, Re and Pr in Eq.(1). It follows the rule of \determi-

nation of equality of absolute value", and \Identity group:
x0 = x."
Luce claimed that the basic formula of the functional

relation among two quantities of ratio and interval scales
can be determined by their scale-type features, if the two
quantities have direct dependency without being coupled
through any dimensionless quantities [19]. Under this con-
dition, some unit dimensions are shared between the two
quantities, and consequently the unit change of a quan-
tity a�ects the value of the other quantity. Suppose x

i

and x
j
are both ratio scale quantities, and x

i
is de�ned by

x
j
through a logarithmic functional relation x

i
= u(x

j
),

i.e., x
i
= log x

j
. We multiply a positive constant k to

x
j
, i.e., a change of unit, without violating the group

structure of the ratio scale quantity x
j
, then this leads

u(kx
j
) = log k + log x

j
. This fact causes the shift of the

origin of x
i
by log k, and violates the group structure of x

i

which is the ratio scale quantity. Hence, the direct func-
tional relation from x

j
to x

i
must not be logarithmic. As

the admissible transformations of x
i
and x

j
in their group

structures are x0
j
= kx

j
and x0

i
= Kx

i
respectively, the

generic formula of x
i
= u(x

j
) must satisfy the invariant

condition of x0
i
= u(x0

j
) $ Kx

i
= u(kx

j
) under the unit

conversion. The factorK of the changed unit of x
i
depends

on k, but it shall not depend upon x
j
, so we denote it by

K(k). Consequently, we obtain the following constraints
on the continuous function u(x

j
).

u(kx
j
) = K(k)u(x

j
);

where k > 0 and K(k) > 0 as these are the factors of the
unit change. The constraints for all combinations of the
scale types are summarized in Table I [19]. Luce derived
each solution of u(x

j
) under the condition of x

j
� 0 and

u(x
j
) � 0. We have extended his theory to cover the neg-

ative values of x and u(x
j
) [20]. The generic solution of

u(x
j
) in each case is summarized in Table II. The impos-

sibility of the de�nition of a ratio scale from an interval
scale is because the ratio scale involves the information of
an absolute origin, but the interval scale does not.

IV. Structure of Law Equations

In the unit dimensional analysis, the following theorem
has been provided independently of the aforementioned
study on scale-types [13].
Theorem 1 (Product Theorem) Given some ratio scale

quantities x; y; :::, a derivative quantity f is related by the
following formula.

f = Cxaybzc:::

where C; a; b; c; ::: are constants.
By introducing the consequences of Luce to this theorem,
we extended the theorem to the case where the quantities

of ratio, interval and absolute scales are included in the
formula.
Theorem 2 (Extended Product Theorem) Given a set of

ratio scale quantities R and a set of interval scale quantities
I, a derivative quantity � is related with each x

i
2 R [ I

through one of the following formulae.

� = (
Y

xi2R

jxij
ai )(
Y

Ik2C

(
X

xj2Ik

bkj jxj j+ ck)
ak );

� =
X

xi2R

ai log jxij+
X

Ik2C�g

ak log(
X

xj2Ik

bkj jxj j + ck)

+
X

x`2Ig

bg`jx`j + cg;

where R or I can be empty, and C is a covering of I, C�g a
covering of I � I

g
(I
g
� I). � can be any of interval, ratio

and absolute scale, and each coe�cient is constant.

When the argument quantities appearing in a law equation
are ratio scale and/or interval scale, the relation among the
quantities sharing arbitrary unit dimensions has one of the
above formulae.

Together with the above Product Theorem, another ma-
jor theorem of the unit dimensional analysis characterizes
the structure of admissible law equations [14].

Theorem 3 (Buckingham �-theorem) Given a complete
equation �(x; y; :::) = 0, if every argument of this equation
is ratio scale, then the equation can be rewritten in the
following form.

F (�1;�2; :::;�n�r) = 0

where n is the number of the arguments of �, r is the
number of the basic unit contained in x; y; :::, and �

i
is

absolute scale for all i.
A basic unit is the unit dimension which de�nes the scaling
independent of the other unit in � as length [L], mass [M ]
and time [T ]. Each �

i
(�

i
; x; y; :::) = 0 de�ning �

i
is called

a \regime" and F (�1;�2; :::;�n�r) = 0 an \ensemble" in
the unit dimensional analysis. Because all arguments of
F = 0 are absolute scale, i.e., dimensionless, the shape
of the formula does not constrained by the theorem 1 and
2, and its arbitrary formula is admissible in terms of the
scale-type.
We also extended this theorem to include the interval,

ratio and absolute scale quantities in the argument.
Theorem 4 (Extended Buckingham �-theorem) Given a

complete equation �(x; y; z; :::) = 0, if every argument of
this equation is either of interval, ratio and absolute scales,
then the equation can be rewritten in the following form.

F (�1;�2; :::;�n�r�s
) = 0

where n is the number of the arguments of �, r and s are
the numbers of the basic unit and the basic origin contained
in x; y; :::, and �

i
is absolute scale for all i and represented

by the formulae of the regime de�ned by Extended Product
Theorem.
Here, the basic origin is the origin which is arti�cially cho-
sen in the measurement of an interval scale quantity, for
example, the origin of temperature in Celsius de�ned as
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TABLE I

Constraints on functional relations under scale-type characteristics.

Scale Types

Cn

No.
Independent
variable
xj

Dependent
(Defined)
variable xi

Constraints* Comments*

1 ratio ratio u(kxj) = K(k)u(xj) k > 0; K(k) > 0
2 ratio interval u(kxj) = K(k)u(xj) +C(k) k > 0;K(k) > 0
3 interval ratio u(kxj + c) = K(k; c)u(xj) k > 0; K(k; c) > 0
4 interval interval u(kxj + c) = K(k; c)u(xj) +C(k; c) k > 0; K(k; c) > 0

*c and C can be any real numbers.

TABLE II

The admissible relations under scale-type characteristics.

Scale Types

Eq:

No.
Independent
variable
xj

Dependent
(Defined)
variable xi

Possible Relations Comments*

1 ratio ratio xi = ��jxj j
�

�=xj ; �=xi

2.1 ratio interval xi = � log jxj j+ �� �=xj

2.2 xi = ��jxj j
� + � �=xj ; �=xi; �=xj

3 interval ratio impossible

3.1 xi = ��ae
�xj �=xj

3.2 xi = ��bjxj + �j� �=xj ; �=xi; �=xj
4 interval interval xi = ��jxj j + � �=xj

1) The notations ��; �� are �+; �+ for xj � 0 and ��; �� for xj < 0, respectively.
2) The notations ��a is �+ for xi � 0 and �� for xi < 0, respectively.
3) The notations ��b is �++ for xi � 0; xj � � � 0, �+� for xi � 0; xj � � < 0,

��+ for xi < 0; xj � � � 0, and ��� for xi < 0; xj � � < 0, respectively.
4) The notations �=x means \� is independent of the unit x".
5) The relations in 3.1 and 3.2 are not derived from their constraints,

but are inverse functions of 2.1 and 2.2.

the melting point of water under the standard atmosphere
pressure. The formula of the ensemble equation is also ar-
bitrary in this theorem since its all arguments are absolute
scale.
The following example of the nuclear decay of a radioac-

tive element demonstrates the theorem 2 and the theo-
rem 4.

N = N0 exp[��(t � t0)] (3)

where t[s]: time, t0[s]: time origin, �[s�1]: decay speed
constant,N [kg]: current element mass andN0[kg]: original
element mass. t and t0 are interval scale, and �, N and N0

are ratio scale. By introducing dimensionless �1 and �2,
the equation can be rewritten as

�1 = exp(��2); (4)

�1 = N=N0; (5)

�2 = �(t � t0); (6)

which are an ensemble and two regimes. The regimes (5)
and (6) follow the �rst formula in the theorem 2. The
number of the original arguments n is 5. r is equal to 2
because t; t0 and � share a basic unit of time [s] and N and
N0 share the basic unit of mass [kg]. s is equal to 1 since
t and t0 share a basic origin of time. Thus n � r � s = 2
holds, and this satis�es the theorem 4.
As indicated in the above example, the scale-type of mea-

surement quantities strongly constrains the formulae of the
law equations. Empirical equations which relate the mea-
surement quantities in arbitrary formulae do not provide

excellent knowledge representation for domain experts to
understand phenomena.

V. SDS and Extended SDS

In this section, the algorithms of two scienti�c discov-
ery systems named \SDS (Smart Discovery System)" and
\Extended SDS" are described. The former discovers law
equations under the experimental environment, and the
latter discovers under passive observation where any ac-
tive control of parameters on the objective phenomena is
now allowed. Prior to the explanation of each scienti�c law
equation discovery system, the conditions required to dis-
cover law equations following the aforementioned criteria
are discussed.

A. Required Conditions

SDS has to check the criteria of objectiveness, general-
ity, reproducibility, soundness, parsimony and mathemati-
cal admissibility through the experiments on the objective
phenomena. Strictly speaking, the veri�cations of the gen-
erality and the soundness are very hard since they require
the experimental knowledge on various phenomena. How-
ever, these can be checked if we relax the requirements to
limit the veri�cation within a given set of the objective
phenomena. Under this premise, the following procedures
to check the criteria are introduced into SDS and Extended
SDS.
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1. Objectiveness: An equation is sought to relate
some quantities directly or indi-
rectly observed in the objective
phenomena.

2. Generality: An equation is sought to explain
all behaviors shown by the com-
binations of the values of some
quantities in the objective phe-
nomena.

3. Reproducibility: An equation is sought to give iden-
tical result on the consistency with
each behavior in the repetition of
the experiments on the objective
phenomena.

4. Soundness: An equation is sought not to
contradict with all behaviors in
the objective phenomena.

5. Parsimony: An equation is sought to relate
less number of quantities observed
in the objective phenomena.

6. Mathematical:
Admissibility

An equation is sought to follow the
formulae speci�ed in the theorems
2 and 4.

The objectiveness is easily ensured if the equation is
searched within the quantities given in the observed data.
In addition, the generality is subsumed by the soundness
due to the aforementioned relaxation of the requirement
to limit the phenomena for the veri�cation. An important
point to perform these procedures is to establish a method
to check if an equation holds for all behaviors which can be
occurred in the objective phenomena. A natural approach
is to collect all possible combinations of the values of the
quantities and to �t the various candidate equations to the
collected data. However, this generate and test approach
faces the combinatorial explosion in the data collection and
the candidate equation generation. To avoid this di�culty,
we introduce the following conditions for SDS under exper-
imental environment.

(a) The objective phenomena are represented by a
complete equation.

(b) The objective phenomena are static, or the time
derivatives of some quantities are directly observable
if the phenomena are dynamic.

(c) The scale-types of all quantities needed to represent
the objective phenomenon are known.

(d) All quantities except one dependent quantity are
controllable at least.

(e) Given a pair of any quantities observed in the objec-
tive phenomena, the bi-variate relation on the pair
can be identi�ed while �xing the values of the other
quantities.

The �rst and the second conditions are common in BACON
family to reduce the search space by searching for every
equation separately and limiting the search to snapshot be-
haviors. The third condition comes from the fact that SDS
uses the information of the scale-types of the quantities to

V1

V0

V L

Csd

R1

R2

Tr1

Tr2

Tr3

R3 C

A

Q

Fig. 1. A circuit of photo-meter

search mathematically admissible equation formulae to re-
late the quantities. As the scale-types of the measurement
quantities are widely known based on the measurement the-
ory [6], this condition does not restrict the applicability of
SDS. The last two conditions are to ensure the application
of SDS to experimental environment in scienti�c laborato-
ries. These conditions are also requested in BACON family.

Extended SDS discovers the law equations from the pas-
sively observed data, and thus the aforementioned condi-
tions (d) and (e) are not required. Instead, it needs the
following condition.

(f) The observed data are uniformly distributed over the
possible states of the objective phenomenon.

Violation of the requirement of the uniform distribution
over a certain value range of a quantity implies the low
observability of the quantity [7],[21]. Any approaches such
as the linear system identi�cation and the neural network
do not derive valid models under low observability. This
limitation is generic, and further discussion on this issue is
out of scope of this paper.

B. SDS

If any pair of interval and/or ratio scale quantities fx; yg
in a given complete equation is to belong to an identical
regime, they has to have a relation that follows the The-
orem 2. Conversely, SDS searches bi-variate relations in
the set of quantities Q where the relations have the follow-
ing product, linear or logarithmic forms which are deduced
from the Theorem 2.

xay = b; where x; y are ratio scale; (7)

ax+ y = b; where x; y are interval scale, and (8)

a log x+ y = b or cxa + y = b; (9)

where x is ratio, and y interval scale.

The value of the constant a in each formula must be in-
dependent of any other quantities according to Extended
Product Theorem, while the constants b and c are depen-
dent on the other quantities in the regime. SDS applies the
least square �tting of these relations to the bi-variate ex-
perimental data of x and y that are measured while holding
the other quantities constant in Q, and determines the val-
ues of coe�cients in the bi-variate relations. Subsequently,
the judgment is made whether this equation �ts the data
well enough by some statistical tests. This procedure is
called \bi-variate �tting."
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This is now demonstrated by an example of a complex
system depicted in Fig. 1. This is a circuit of photo-meter
to measure the rate of increase of photo intensity within
a certain time period. The resistance and switch parallel
to the capacitor and the current meter are to reset the
operation of this circuit. The actual model of this system
is represented by the following complex equation involving
18 quantities.

(
R3hfe2

R3hfe
2
+ hie2

R2hfe1

R2hfe
1
+ hie1

rL

2

rL
2 +R1

)(V1�V2)�
Q

C

�

Khie3
X

Bhfe
3

= 0:

(10)

Here, L and r are photo intensity and sensitivity of the
Csd device. X;K and B are position of indicator, spring
constant and intensity of magnetic �eld of the current me-
ter respectively. h

iei
is input impedance of the base of

the i-th transistor. h
fei

is gain ratio of the currents at
the base and the collector of the i-th transistor. The def-
initions of the other quantities follow the standard sym-
bolic representations of electric circuit. h

fei
s are abso-

lute scale, V1 and V2 interval scale, and the rest ratio
scale. X is the dependent quantity in this circuit, and
the others are independently controllable by the change
of boundary conditions and the replacement of devices.
SDS requests the bi-variate change of quantities to the ex-
perimental environment. When a quantity is dependent
(not controllable) during the search process, SDS modi�es
its request to control the other independent quantity. A
simulation based experimental environment was designed
and build for the circuit system. �4% (std.) of relative
Gaussian noise was added to both of the control quan-
tity (input) and the measured quantity (output) in ev-
ery bi-variate �tting. First, SDS set the set of interval
scale quantities IQ as fV1; V2g, ratio scale quantities RQ
as fL; r;R1; R2; R3; hie1 ; hie2 ; hie3 ; Q;C;X;K;Bg and ab-
solute scale quantities AQ as fh

fe1
; h

fe2
; h

fe3
g based on

the input information on scale-types. Next, it performed
the bi-variate �tting of a linear form Eq. (8) to the exper-
imental data among the quantities in IQ, and applied the
statistical tests. Then, SDS �gured out a set consisting
of a bi-variate equation IE = f�0 = 1:000V1 � 1:000V0g
quickly. Subsequently, a product form Eq. (7) among the
quantities in RQ [ f�0g is searched, and applied the sta-
tistical tests.
The resultant set of the bi-variate equations RE that

passed the tests was as follows.

RE =

fL1:999r = b1; L
�1:999

R1 = b2; r
�1:000

R1 = b3;

R
�1:000

2
hie1 = b4;R

�1:000

3
hie2 = b5;Q

�1:000
C = b6;

h
1:000
ie3

X = b7; h
1:000
ie3

K = b8; h
�1:000

ie3
B = b9;

X
1:000

K = b10; X
�0:999

B = b11; K
�1:000

B = b12:g

The bi-variate �tting of Eq. (9) for the other pairs across
IQ and RQ have also been conducted. But no equations
have passed the statistical tests.

In the next step, triplet consistency tests are applied
to every triplet of equations in IE [ RE. In case of a
triplet of the power form equations, xaxyy = b

xy
; yayzz =

b
yz
; xaxzz = b

xz
, by substituting y in the �rst to y in the

second, we obtain x�ayzaxyz = b
xy

�ayzb
yz
. Thus, the fol-

lowing condition must be met.

a
xz

= �a
yz
a
xy
:

However, if any of the three equations are not correct due
to the noise and error of data �tting, this relation may not
hold. Thus, a statistical test judges if the three of the equa-
tions are mutually consistent in terms of as. For the triplet
of the linear form equations, a similar test is applied based
on the identical principle. SDS applies this test to every
triplet of equations in IE [RE, and search every maximal
convex setMCS where each triplet of equations among the
quantities in this set are mutually consistent. The value of
each a is evaluated by its average a over the equations in
theMCS. When the value of a is close enough to its near-
est integer within its statistical error bound, it is set to the
integer value. This operation is based on the observation
that the majority of the �rst principle based equations have
integer power coe�cients. Finally, the merged quantities
are replaced by the term of each equation of the derived
regime in IQ [ RQ. In the example in Fig. 1, the �nal
forms of regimes were represented by the merged terms in
IQ [RQ as follows.

IQ [RQ = f�1 = R1r
�1

L
�2

;�2 = hie1R
�1

2
;�3 = hie2

R
�1

3
;�4 = hie3XKB

�1
;�5 = QC

�1
;�0 = V1 � V0g

Once all regimes are identi�ed, new terms are further
generated by merging these regimes in IQ [ RQ [ AQ.
SDS searches bi-variate relations having one of the formu-
lae xay = b (product form) and ax+y = b (linear form) by
adopting the least square �tting of these formulae. Then,
the statistical tests of the goodness of the �tting are ap-
plied. In the example of the circuit, the product form was
applied �rst. They were merged to the following new terms.

�1 = �1hfe1 = R1r
�1:0L�2:0h

fe1
;

�2 = �2hfe2 = h
ie1
R�1:0
2 h

fe2
;

�3 = �3hfe3 = h
ie2
R�1:0
3 h

fe3
:

Next, the linear form was tested, then a form was found.

�4 = �4 +�5 = h
ie3
XKB�1:0 +QC�1:0

Thus, IQ [ RQ [ AQ became as f�0;�1;�2;�3;�4g.
Again, by applying the product form, another was newly
generated.

�5 = �0�
�1:0
4 = (V1 � V0)(hie3XKB�1:0 +QC�1:0)�1:0

Thus, IQ[RQ[AQ = f�1;�2;�3;�5g. As no new terms
became available, this step was �nished.
In the �nal step, the \identity constraint" are applied to

further merge terms. The basic principle of the identity
constraints comes by answering the question that \what is
the relation among �

h
, �

i
and �

j
, if �

i
= f�j

(�
h
) and

�
j
= f�i

(�
h
) are known?" For example, if a(�

j
)�

h
+�

i
=

b(�
j
) and a(�

i
)�

h
+ �

j
= b(�

i
) are given, the following

relation is deduced.

�
h
+ �1�i

�
j
+ �1�i

+ �2�j
+ �2 = 0
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This principle is generalized to various relations among
multiple terms. In the example of the circuit, SDS found
a set of the bi-variate linear relations on the combinations
of f�1;�5g; f�2;�5g and f�3;�5g. By applying the iden-
tity constraint, the following multi-linear formula has been
obtained.

�1�2�3+�1�2+�2�3+�1�3+�1+�2+�3+�5+1 = 0

Because every coe�cient is independent of any terms, this
is considered to be the ensemble equation. The equivalence
of this result to Eq. (10) is easily checked by substituting
the intermediate terms to this ensemble equation.
Main features of SDS are its low complexity, robustness,

scalability and wide applicability. The basic algorithm of
SDS consists of two types of procedures. One is the bi-
variate �tting for each pair of quantities and terms. The
complexity of this procedure is O(n2mk) where n;m; k are
the number of quantities to represent the objective phe-
nomenon, the number of experimental data used for a data
�tting and the number of iteration of the data �tting in
a bi-variate �tting respectively. Another is the triplet test
for each triplet of quantities and terms, where its complex-
ity is O(n3). m and k usually do not a�ect the perfor-
mance of SDS as they are almost independent of the com-
plexity of objective phenomenon. Moreover, the computa-
tional cost required in the bi-variate �tting is much larger
than the triplet test because the former involves multiple
experiments, data sampling, data �tting and some statis-
tical tests, whereas the latter involves the triplet consis-
tency checking among the given coe�cients only. Thus,
the practical complexity is almost proportional to the sec-
ond order of n. Table III shows the performance of SDS to
discover various physical law equations under simulations.
The relative CPU time of SDS normalized by the �rst case
shows that its complexity is nearly proportional to n2. For
reference, the relative CPU time of ABACUS is indicated
for the same cases except for the circuit examples of this
paper[3]. Though ABACUS applies various heuristics in-
cluding the information of dimension, its complexity is still
non-polynomial. As this feature is shared by BACON fam-
ily, they can hardly derive the model of the electric circuit
of this complexity.
The robustness of SDS against the noisy experimental

environment has been also evaluated. The upper limita-
tion of the noise level to obtain the correct result in the
cases of more than 80% of 10 trials was investigated for
each physical law, and they are indicated in the last col-
umn of Table III. The noise levels shown here are the std.
of Gaussian noise relative to the real values of quantities,
and were added to both controlled (input) quantities and
measured (output) quantities at the same time. Thus ac-
tual noise level is higher than these levels. The results
show the signi�cant robustness of SDS. SDS can provide
appropriate results under any practical noise condition.
The low complexity and the high robustness shown here

ensure the signi�cant scalability of SDS to engineering
problems. Many systems in BACON family adopt gener-
ate and test in the search. In contrast, the low complexity

TABLE III

Statistics on complexity and robustness

Example n TC(S) TC(A) NL(S)

Ideal Gas 4 1.00 1.00 �40%
Momentum 8 6.14 22.7 �35%
Coulomb 5 1.63 24.7 �35%
Stoke's 5 1.59 16.3 �35%
Kinetic
Energy

8 6.19 285. �30%

Circuit*1 17 21.6 - �20%
Circuit*2 18 21.9 - �20%

n: Number of Quantities, TC(S): Total CPU time
of SDS, TC(A): Total CPU Time of ABACUS,
NL(S): Limitation of Noise Level of SDS, *1: Case
that electronic voltage is represented by a ratio
scale V , *2: Case that electronic voltage is repre-
sented by two interval scale V0 and V1.

of SDS comes from its straightforward algorithm to apply
only product and linear forms in polynomial time order
in concert with the highly restrictive but domain indepen-
dent constraints. The robustness of SDS comes from the
bi-variate direct �tting to data and the structure of the
triplet test. The systems in BACON family repeat formu-
lae �tting to coe�cients resulted from the other �tting if
it is necessary. This method accumulates the error of data
�tting, and derives erroneous results. On the other hand,
SDS uses only the bi-variate and direct �tting to the given
data, and e�ciently composes the result in statistically ac-
curate manner.

C. Extended SDS

As noted in the previous section, the bi-variate �tting
requires experimental control of some quantities, and is
not applicable to the passive observation environments. To
overcome this di�culty, the \quasi-bi-variate �tting" pro-
cedure depicted in Fig. 2 is used to extract a bi-variate
relation between two quantities under the approximated
constant values of the other quantities. Let OBS =
fX1; X2; :::;Xn

g be a set of observations where each X is
a m-dimensional vector of m quantities. The �tting of a
candidate bi-variate formula for a pair of two quantities
P
ij
= fx

i
; x

j
g(� X) is applied to a subset of OBS. This

subset OBS
ijg

is chosen in such a way that every quantity
x
k
2 (X � P

ij
) takes a value in the vicinity of the value of

x
kg
, where X

g
= fx1g; x2g; :::; xmg

g 2 OBS is an arbitrary
chosen observation vector. The vicinity of x

kg
is de�ned as

�x
k
= jx

k
� x

kg
j < �

k
:

�
k
determines the size of the vicinity. This vicinity is in-

dicated by a rectangular cube in the left �gure of Fig. 2.
Every admissible bi-variate formula is generally represented
in the form

F
ij
(P

ij
; a

ij
; G

ij
(X � P

ij
);H

ij
(X � P

ij
)) = 0: (11)
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Fig. 2. Outline of quasi-bi-variate �tting

Here, G
ij

and H
ij

are dependent on the quantities in
X � P

ij
, while a

ij
remains constant. Given an OBS

ijg
,

if each �
k
is moderately small, the values of G

ij
and H

ij

become almost constant. The least square �tting of Eq.(11)
approximately provides the functional relation within P

ij

and the coe�cient a
ij

as depicted in the right �gure of
Fig. 2 while almost excluding the inuence of the other di-
mensions X � P

ij
. The goodness of the �tting is judged

by some statistical tests. For the bi-variate relations of
the identity constraints, the similar scheme of the quasi-bi-
variate �tting is applied.

The proposed method has been applied to a real world
problem. The objective of the application is to discover
a generic law formula governing the mental preference of
people on their houses subject to the cost to buy the house
and the social risk at the place of the house. We designed
a questionnaire sheet to ask the preference of the house in
the trade o� between the frequency of huge earthquakes,
x1 (earthquake/year), and the cost to buy, x2 ($). These
are ratio scale quantities. In the questionnaire, 9 combi-
nations of the cost and the earthquake frequency are pre-
sented, and each person chooses its preference from the 7
levels for each combination. We distributed this question-
naire sheet to the people owning their houses in the suburb
area of Tokyo, and totally 400 answer sheets are collected
back. The answer data has been processed by following the
method of successive categories which is widely used in the
experimental psychology to compose an interval scale pref-
erence index y [22], and OBS = fX1;X2; :::;X400g where
X
i
= [x1i; x2i; yi] is obtained. The expected basic struc-

ture of the law equation governing the data is y = f(x1; x2).
The quasi-bi-variate �tting between x1 and x2 was applied,
and x1 = a(y)x�0:252 have been obtained. Next, the formu-
lae between x1 and y have been identi�ed as either one
of y = a(x2)x

�0:23
1 + b(x2) and y = 0:62 log x1 + b(x2).

Similar search has been made for x2 and y, and, like-
wise, two candidate equations y = a(x1)x

0:026
2 + b(x1) and

y = 0:34 log x2 + b(x1) have been derived. Subsequently,
the triplet test among fx1; x2; yg is conducted, and only
the following two candidates have passed the test.

y = 0:63 log x1 + 0:34 log x2 � 2:9 (12)

y = �0:61x�0:231 x0:0262 + 3:2 (13)

Though both are admissible as law equations based on the
mathematical constraints and the given data, Eq. (12) is
preferred as a law equation in terms of the principle of
parsimony, because it gives less error for the questionnaire
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Fig. 3. Plot of Eq.(12)
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Fig. 4. Plot of Eq.(13)

data, and has less number of parameters.

Figures 3 and 4 shows the plots of the two equation
curves together with the average values ' ' of the 400 an-
swered preference level y for the 9 cases of the price and the
earthquake frequency. The high accuracy of the Eq.(12) is
clearly observed in those �gures. Eq.(12) can evaluate the
subjective preference in the accuracy of almost �1 levels
of the questionnaire from the values of x1 and x2.

VI. Discussion and Conclusion

In this literature, the criteria on the relation among
quantities observed in objective phenomena to be a law
equation were discussed �rst. Especially, the criterion of
the mathematical admissibility has been analyzed in detail.
The de�nitions of scale-types of quantities and the admissi-
bility conditions on their relations based on the characteris-
tics of the scale-types have been introduced, and the exten-
sion of the major theorems in the unit dimensional analysis
was shown. Through these analyses, the criteria of the law
equation have been clari�ed. Moreover, the algorithm to
discover candidate law equations from measurement data
is developed and implemented into programs SDS and Ex-
tended SDS based on the above discussion, and its perfor-
mance evaluation has been conducted in the domains of
physics and sociology. In the evaluation, the validity of the
presented principles has been con�rmed, and the method to
systematically discover candidate law equations has been
established.
A scienti�c discovery system called LAGRANGE [23]

is applicable to the condition of the passive observation.
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It uses the principles of ILP and generate/test. A muti-
modal reasoning method proposed by Stolle and Bradley
can also automatically construct models of systems un-
der the passive observation through a certain generate/test
procedure [24]. Though no equation classes are presumed
in these approaches, many spurious solutions can be re-
tained due to the weakness of the modeling heuristics.
TETRAD [25] is another system to identify the models of
the objective phenomenon from the passive observation. Its
basic framework takes the bottom up modeling approach.
However, the class of the model formulae is presumed such
as linear expressions. In contrast, the method shown in this
paper has a strong mathematical background to character-
ize �rst principle based model equations. Moreover, it has
a powerful applicability to the passive observation data,
while maintaining the exibility of the bottom up model-
ing approach taken by the conventional scienti�c discovery
systems and the e�ciency of the reasoning induced by the
scale-type and the identity constraints. The high applica-
bility of this method to various domains including physics,
biology, econometrics, sociology etc. is expected.
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